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has worked untiringly to show the relevance of Ugaritic to an understanding of the Old Testament.
In the analysis and survey which are to follow I shall place the principal weight on the linguistic and literary aspects of the Ugaritic documents, for my own studies have been largely concentrated on these problems, and this will of necessity be reflected in what I have to say today.
Among the tablets found at Ras Shamra there are commercial and legal documents, generally in Akkadian, as well as administrative, diplomatic, and military correspondence. But the most valuable texts are probably the great Ugaritic epics written in the indigenous alphabet and language. Their interpretation is based on the ensemble of Semitics, and there is hardly any Semitic language, ancient or modern, which has not contributed in some measure to the linguistic elucidation of these interesting texts. At times, it is true, scholars have been lured into dangerous pitfalls known to every student of Semitic epigraphy when the wellnigh unlimited vastness of the Arabic vocabulary appears to have invited somewhat indiscriminate raids upon its inexhaustible resources. But we have now arrived at a moderately secure general understanding of these epics, linguistically as well as in their literary and motif affiliations to biblical, Homeric, and other texts, though a very great deal of work remains to be done.
II
I should like to begin with a few examples which illustrate the connections between Ugarit and the Old Testament.1 From the earliest days of critical inquiry into the literature of the Hebrew Bible scholars have been endeavouring to explain the sudden flowering of Hebrew style, both in prose and poetry. The Hebrew scriptures show literary perfection of a high order; yet there are no antecedents, no experiments and faltering attempts which have come down to us. The nineteenth century has tried to see this seemingly miraculous development against the background of the Egyptian and Assyro-Babylonian giants. Parallels became influences, and the impact was eventually conceived in such terms that Hebrew literature was merely a pale reflection of themes and motifs borrowed from Egypt and Babylon. With the discovery of the great epic Ugaritic literature things began to fall into place and to assume a more credible pattern : the Old Testament can now be understood as a phase, a decisive phase, in the steady evolution of Canaanite literature. It possesses distinctive values of its own, but its linguistic, stylistic, and general literary milieu emerge unfailingly from the over-all Canaanite setting. For here are not only literary allusions and vague connections, but Hebrew as a Canaanite tongue makes use of the long literary and artistic traditions, of the secular and religious means of expression and projects them all, mutatis mutandis, into the complex fabric of its linguistic and stylistic organization.
No longer need we look for a few isolated parallels but we can now observe a long tradition which expresses itself in common idioms, common poetic structure, similar collocations, and a basic identity of form. Identity of form but not of contents or of spirit.
Ugaritic has derived much elucidation from the Old Testament, but our understanding of the latter in its turn has been deepened by entirely new insights and fresh information gained from the Ras Shamra tablets. It has long been recognized that many emendations proposed for the text of the Old Testament can, in fact, be shown to be superfluous and to derive from an insufficient knowledge of the linguistic and cultural background. Idioms and obscure expressions are now, for the first time, seen in their true meaning and setting. A few examples must suffice :
A fair number of conjectural emendations are concerned with verses in which the same verb, though in different forms, recurs in both hemistichs : In Hos. Another aspect of linguistic and literary formal resemblances is seen in certain standard or stereotyped formulae, generally of an introductory character. On several occasions we encounter the Ugaritic formula idk Ittn pnm (49 : 1 : 4 ; 49 : IV : 31 K etc.) ; this is, of course, identical with V3D DX DfZTl " he set his face towards " which occurs a number of times in Biblical literature (e.g. in Gen. xxxi. 21). The degree of verbal and contextual similarity is at times very striking. One of the most frequent introductory tags in Ugaritic is ysu gh wysh (51 : IV : 30 ; 49 : 1:11, etc.), the precise equivalent of >Hp''1 iVlp KfcPI (Judges ix. 7 and elsewhere) '* he lifted up his voice and cried ". Similarly, the opening gambit XT1 1TS7 XfZH " he lifted his eyes and saw " is employed in both literatures.1 To the same category belongs the frequent yprq l §b uoysfa " he divided the barrier of his teeth and laughed ", to which I shall refer in greater detail later on.
Certain conventional collocations, some of them striking in view of the ample field of choice, involve verb and noun or noun and adjective. The Hebrew verb nsk " to bite " is overwhelmingly 2 applied to the serpent, although there are many animals which bite. This is true of Ugaritic as well, so that expressions like ms\ IDfftt (Amos v. 19) or 1& 1OTD irvnnX(Prov. xxiii. 32) are paralleled by yntkn kbtnm " they bite like serpents " (49: VI: 19). Buffalos ~(DX"l-r6m) gore (ngh) in both languages : compare ynghn £rimm " they gore like buffalos " (49 :
VI: 17, 18) with rai1 1 DIM; am imp oxn Tip (Deut.
xxxiii. 1 7). Particularly remarkable and numerous are the conventionally corresponding pairs which are employed in the hemistichs of the parallelismus membrorum. Only a very few need be cited here : yd-ymyn : D^B? nnD& TD^I pX HID1' ' T 1* toqsth bm ymnh and his arrows in his right hand." (76: II: 6-7) Similarly Vs > : 111D3 flK1? npTT UPD! HD^ nnfl "D (Ps. xliv. 26) " for our soul is bowed down to the dust, our belly cleaveth unto the earth " and Ugaritic /'or? ypl itlny io/'prVm(68: 5) " The strong (?) shall fall to the earth, and the mighty to the dust (see also 2 Aqht: 1: 28-29). Or r's qdqd (Deut. xxxiii. Jo-67 : VI: 15-16); FID and DTlDfr, f|OD and fHH, 3*?n and nXftn, fP3 and ^DTI, rfPN and HDDT and very many others all heirs of a common literary tradition. I must eschew piling up further examples many of which have in any case already been collected but we need a systematic and exhaustive study of these formulae, collocations, pairs, etc., which will establish statistically, rather than by merely impressionistic statements, the astonishing confluence of linguistic, literary, and ritual strands. Of their strength and reality, however, the foregoing random sample will, I hope, have provided adequate proof.
Ill I now turn to literary forms which are shared by Ugarit and the Greek world. C. H. Gordon (who has done more in this field than anyone else) considers " the connections between the earliest Greek and Hebrew literatures as established, and the reason ... is clear when we evaluate what took place at Ugarit: a city in Canaan where Semitic and Indo-European (Hittite and especially Greek Caphtorian) elements intermingled ".* I leave aside for the present common social, cultural, and religious patterns and concentrate on idiom and style.
Over ten years ago 2 I investigated the recurrent introductory formula yprq l$b wyshq 3 which occurs either in parallelism or in close proximity to ysu gh wysh. I think the rendering " he divided the barrier [of his teeth] and laughed " has now been generally accepted.1 Ugaritic Isb, the narrow opening between the two ridges of the teeth, is thus the exact counterpart to Greek 'cpKos 'oScWcov. Narrowness is implied also in the Homeric idiom, for otherwise <f>vyev would be an ill-adapted simile in the verse in which Zeus, the cloudgatherer, says to Athene TCKVOV 'e/Lidv TTOIOV ere 'eVo? <f>vycv 'ep/co? 'oSovrwv (Odyssey I, 64). This vigorous and picturesque idiom is symptomatic of the spirit and character of the epic literatures of Greece and Ras Shamra.
The " cloudgatherer" is an interesting expression, for vctpeXyyepera or veVcXrj'yepcTrjs bears an extraordinary resemblance to Ugaritic rkb 'rpt 2 and Hebrew rVD1S72 HDT 3 which are generally translated as " the rider on the clouds ". It is, however, somewhat doubtful if '* rider " is a very happy rendering. The verb 'a-yclpa) in ve^eA-qyepeVqs1 means, of course, " to gather, to compose ", and there exists a good deal of evidence to suggest a similar basic connotation for Semitic rkb. It is, I think, recognized that the sense of " riding ", i.e. sitting on an animal, is a late development and that the original meaning is concerned with the " harnessing " of the animal. In Ethiopic rkb is " to encounter, collect, compose " ; the same is true of the hif *il of this root in Hebrew, the II form in Arabic 4 and Syriac pa el ; in ESA rkb is a bridle ". Dillmann 5 voices the opinion that potestas radicis prima in . . . componendo esse videtur, a very acceptable suggestion, for the connecting link between " to gather, collect " and " to ride " must, of course, be sought in the action of yoking (£euyvv/u) and harnessing.
There is, moreover, additional evidence to support the suggestion that rkb 'rpt is " the cloudgatherer " (= ve^eA^yepe'-ny?) rather than the rider on the clouds. No more vital function can be envisaged for a Near Eastern deity than to provide rain at the Very widespread over the Eastern Mediterranean area is the seven-day sequence which has its locus classicus in the first chapter of Genesis but is attested also elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible : e.g. in Joshua vi, the compassing of Jericho which is to be carried out for six days (verse 3), but on the seventh day (verses 15, 16) . . . the wall fell down (verse 20) . Or the case of Job's friends who sat with him for seven days and nights (ii. 13), but after this Job opened his mouth (iii. 1). This may also be seen in the Gilgamesh Epic (xi. 142-6) : " One day, a second day Mount Nisir held fast the ship "... and so on till " when the seventh day arrived, I sent forth a dove "... Precisely the same sequence is found in 2 Aqht: 1: 6-17 and in 51 : VI: 24-33. The latter describes the progress of a fire (which threatens to destroy the palace) from day to day until on the seventh day the fire is extinguished. And so in the Odyssey (X, 80-81) : "for six days we went ahead . . . and on the seventh we arrived at . . ." . . . and again at XII, 397-9. 7-f 8 : See the example in footnote 2, p. 244 above or the interesting case in 52 : 66-67 : si' snt tmt tmn nqpt 'd " for seven whole years, for eight revolutions of time ". The figure 9+10 occurs mainly in Homer, and with some frequency,1 but is attested also in Egyptian texts.2 There exist some higher climactic arrangements as well. 3 An excellent account of the poetic structure of the Ugaritic texts will be found in Gordon's indispensable Ugaritic Manual ( § 13.98 ff.) which contains many relevant and important 246 THE JOHN RYLANDS LIBRARY observations on Hebrew as well as other Semitic poetry. His warning against Old Testament emendations metri causa is particularly pertinent. Although there is a great gulf between Semitic parallelism and the Greek metre, Gordon believes that there exist " links resulting from a common heritage 'V He throws out the suggestion that " the sharp break in the middle of each Hebrew or Ugaritic verse is the inescapable consequence of parallelism. In dactylic hexameter the caesura in the middle of the line has no function that seems formally necessary; and accordingly it may reflect the influence of parallelism in the preHomeric East Mediterranean " (ibid.). I am unable to assess the substance or otherwise of this ingenious idea.
There are other random similarities of idiom which cumulatively add up to a not unimpressive total: El, the head of the Ugaritic pantheon, is called both " Father of Men " (ab ddm- Krt 37, 43, 136, 151, 278) and " Father of the Gods " (ab bn il-2: 25, 33) 2 which corresponds, of course, exactly to Zeus' epithets irarrfp 'avSptov re decijv re.
In both Iliad and Odyssey we encounter the idiom ov no) TTOV tiprjTo CTTOS (Od. XVI , 11)" not yet was the word fully uttered " which appears also in the Ras Shamra tablets : bph rgm ly$d " from his mouth the word had not yet gone out, when ..." (1 Aqht: 113, 141) . Similarly, the recurrent 'aAAo 8e rot, epew (Od. XVI, 299; XVII, 548) expresses the same as Ugaritic dp mtn rgmm drgmk (51 : I : 20, etc.) " yet another thing I will tell you ".3 Greek x^ Ka ' L rpirrjv rjpepav is, of course, precisely Hebrew Dltf *?tf Vl»n.
Already before the discovery of the Ugaritic documents we had some reason to think that the great epics of the Semites (Gilgamesh, the story of the creation, the flood, the Patriarchs, Judges, and Kings, etc.) and those of the Greeks were different manifestations of a great Eastern Mediterranean tradition. There is more here than the repetition of universal themes: we encounter idiomatic and stylistic parallels which go far beyond the merely fortuitous. But above all we are able to sense resem-1 0P.cit. §168.
3 Cf. Pope, El in the Ugaritic Texts, pp. 47, [88] [89] Introduction to Old Testament Times, blances of atmosphere and milieu. Now Ras Shamra has provided the firm link which elucidates many obscurities.1 IV The position of Ugaritic within the Semitic languages and its proper classification has produced a considerable volume of scholarly discussion.2 I do not myself attach undue weight to classification schemes, because they are apt to obscure almost as much as they illuminate. For in the end all will depend on the selection of some facts and the inevitable relegation of others, the tracing of some isoglosses and the omission of others. But in the case of Ugaritic, phonology, morphology, syntax, and lexicography seem to me to combine and to present a sufficiently clear picture of a North-West Semitic language of the second millennium B.C. with a large number of archaic features which disappear in the division of the North-West Semitic languages into the complex and variegated patterns of the first millennium B.C. The great importance and significance of Ugaritic must be seen in the fact that it alone affords us a view of an early North-West Semitic language with all its pertinent characteristics which otherwise could only be conjecturally reconstructed.
In this way, while the Ugaritic language has been recovered from the ensemble of our knowledge of Semitics, it has in its turn shed much light on Semitic linguistics and the evolution of individual languages. Moreover, we have so far found at least two texts (Gordon Nos. 75 and 77) which represent either a variant dialect or an older stage of Ugaritic. For, as I have shown elsewhere,1 the position of the cuneiform character (16) in the Ugaritic alphabetic order makes it highly probable that the sound shift d>d occurred after the formation of the Ugaritic alphabet. We are thus in the exceptionally fortunate position of being able to observe in Ugaritic the actual evolution of a soundshift which is well attested in part of the North-West Semitic area.
From a graphic and alphabetic point of view the Ugaritic letters appear by and large in the same order as is known to us from the Phoenician-Hebrew system. There are, however, eight additional symbols which are distributed as follows : i, u, s are clearly innovations and as such were placed at the end (after /). The remaining five characters reveal no detectable reason for their sequential arrangement, either on phonetic or graphic grounds, for h is placed between g and d (as in Arabic where, however, the arrangement is based on similarity of shape), s between k and l> d (or z) between m and n, z between n and s, and 'g between t and t.
The Ugaritic sound inventory includes mterdentals (which later disappeared in Phoenician, Hebrew, and Aramaic) and uvular fricatives (likewise absent in those languages). The morphology reveals the three-case Semitic declension (visible in nouns ending in 'u, *i, 'a), the feminine element -t, and other archaic features of which traces can at times still be discerned in Hebrew. There are also many ambiguities which occasionally complicate our understanding of the literary sources ; thus b and / stand for " from " in addition to their usual meaning, and / is both affirmative and negative and not always can context be relied upon to determine which is intended. The mimation suffix -m (so well known from Akkadian and South Arabian to bedevil classification still further !) is of very uncertain force and does not appear to be affected by either case or status. The verb shows a developed system of moods and a safel causative. The syntax, as far as can be judged from poetical texts, corresponds to the usual requirements of Semitic sentence structure.
1 Driver issue of the J.S.S., autumn 1962.
The Ugaritic vocabulary deserves more profound study than it has received hitherto. There has been a good deal of special pleading by those who detect particular affinities with Arabic * or any other Semitic language. I have found it quite diverting, though not very profitable, to make out a case for Ugaritic propinquity to every single Semitic language in turn. What would be of value, however, is not the tracing of chance relations between individual roots but the collection of complete semantic fields. There can be little doubt that such an investigation would strengthen our impression of Ugaritic as a North-West Semitic language which, in its literary character, reflects not only its Semitic hinterland but also forms a bridge towards other civilizations in the Eastern Mediterranean. The linguistic and literary factors thus combine with historical and cultural elements to present a unified picture of an early Canaanite city-state which repays the closest study by anyone who wishes to understand the world of the Old Testament or who tries to appreciate the Homeric epics against a wider background or who endeavours to gain an insight into the workings of an ancient Semitic tongue in its relationship to the other representatives of the group. Ugaritic has taught us that " no longer can we assume that Greece is the hermetically sealed Olympian miracle, any more than we can consider Israel the vacuum-packed miracle from Sinai ".2
